
Intro: 
In fair Vancouver where we lay our story 
Live two families who strive for glory  
Two families in complete competition  
Capulet and Montague, opposition is their mission 
Fights bring turbulence to the poor land 
The mayor now says that fighting is banned. 
 
In our first scene, you meet Romeo and a friend 
But it is a sad day, for Romeo at love’s end 
For he loves a woman, Her name is Rosaline  
But she doesn’t love him back, and for that we hear him whine 
Our two favourite MONTAGUES are headed to a to a party 
depressed Romeo will drink till he’s hearty 
Such a fete, but hosted by the dreaded CAPULET! 
 

Romeo and Juliet 2020 // Queen Mab Scene (1.4.35-120) 

 

R: Mercutio, you and I both know we have good intentions for coming to this party, but we are 

idiots to think that the Capulets… who want to kill us, will see it the same way. 

 

M: Well, I'm sorry Romeo, but you’re a bit late with that realization! We’re almost there, but 

there’s no way they’ll realize you’re a Montague. What’s really making you back out? 

 

R: Well there was this theory I read on the internet earlier, it was so creepy, cause it was so 

true. 

 

M: You know what? I heard a pretty good theory too. 

 

R: Oh what did you hear? 

 



M: That conspirators are as faulty as their theories. 

 

R: Faulty? They doubt the things that have been integrated into us, to realise new truths about 

our world. After all, flat earth was normal at one point. 

 

Ohhh, I see what you’re saying!... the CIA has been brainwashing you!... or I suppose they 

haven't, because YOU are aware of it. 

//shakes head and laughs at romeo 

//drops into crouch and gets enthusiastic, making fun of romeo 

They watch us through hidden cameras no bigger than the diamond on the ring on your 

mother’s ring finger. In fact 99 percent of diamond rings have solar powered cameras in them. 

Cameras are everywhere, on drones, in vents, in the cracks in the pavement, traffic lights, public 

toilets… you know, the one’s that flush on their own, with the “motion sensor”//exaggerated air 

quotations  

//short pause for intent 

 

But they dont just watch us, they also control the wills of the majority of the population. They 

influence our minds and decisions till our free will is what they want it to be. They use the 

knowledge they collect from the cameras to manipulate us with the media that they own. 

Facebook, Twitter, Snapchat, Instagram, Youtube, even pinterest! They own it all, control and 

manipulate it all, so that they can own, control, and manipulate us! Stop looking at me like that, 

it’s true! Media tells us what we know, and how we feel about itl.  

 



These devilish, corporate minds run our minds, what’s good, bad, right, wrong, normal, all 

subject to what they want. Man, I'm telling you now, and I'll only say it once… be careful what 

you say out loud. It’s dangerous, I am risking my safety by telling you this. Keep your eyes 

open, and your ear to the ground. Pretty soon you’ll notice them following you. 

 

Romeo; OKAYYY! I think that’s enough conspiracies for one day, or 10. 

 //shakes head  

You talk of nothing. 

 

Mercutio; true, I talk of conspiracies 

Which are made by idle and desperate minds 

Conspiracies are as insubstantial as popcorn 

 

R: well maybe there will be some actual popcorn at the party, if we get there before it’s all gone. 

Come on man, you’ve made us late.  

Alex Jones voice 


